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We consider in this paper ADOOD, a small language embodying the essential as-pects of an active/deductive object data model. We show how this language is appro-priate to manage and query semistructured data, and capable to address crucial aspectssuch as path expressions, and semantic integration of eclectic objects. We argue thatthe achieved high degree of expressiveness and exibility is made possible by the in-tegration of the object-oriented model with deductive and active rules in a coherentoverall framework.The static component of the ADOOD model, i.e., its data de�nition and query lan-guage, has many similarities with other integrated DOOD models, such as F-logic [12],but di�ers substantially in that it provides a simple yet powerful way of deriving newobjects with a structure di�erent from that speci�ed in the schema, by means of the de-ductive query language. As an example, an object can be associated with multiple roles,as well as with attributes not previously de�ned in the schema. The proposed ADOODmodel has also a dynamic component, i.e. the basic update and object-migration oper-ations, inspired by the analogous features of the Fibonacci language [5], and comprisesa simple form of active rules, or condition-action rules.The semantics of the proposed ADOOD model is given by means of a compilationof this language into an extension of Datalog1s with non-deterministism, which cor-responds to a fragment of the logical data language LDL++ [6]. More precisely, thetarget language is an extension of deductive databases with� non determinism, used among others to realize object identi�ers, in a way similarto [22], and the non-deterministic semantics of active rules, and� a form of strati�cation, used to realize updates, object-migration and, in general,actions against the database.The code obtained as a result of the compilation can be understood in declarative terms,thus providing a formal interpretation of the source object-oriented program. But moreimportantly, such a code can be executed by the ordinary deductive, �xpoint-basedcomputation integrated with e�cient support for updates and active rules by meansof side e�ects. In other words, this compilation is low-level enough to form the basisof a realistic (prototype) implementation on top of LDL++. A major advantage ofthis opportunity is the fact that the architecture of the abstract machine supportingdeductive databases is left unaltered and, as a consequence, the available optimizationtechniques, such as magic sets, are directly applicable.The details of the compilation of the ADOOD model are limited in this paperto what is absolutely needed to understand the language and its application to themanagement of semistructured information. We refer the reader to [10] for the completesemantics of the ADOOD model.Related WorkThe very basic idea of a model for semistructured data management is given in theobject exchange model proposal (OEM, [17, 2, 1]). There, data is represented by a 4-



tuple hLabel; Type; Value; OIDi. Within such a schema, in fact, we can represent bothatomic objects (whose value is of a simple type) and relations between objects, describ-ing a sort of hierarchy. Notice that, altough such a representation is closely relatedto relational representation, the presence of object identi�ers introduces a substantialdi�erence between the two models.Many declarative models have been introduced for querying and restructuring theWorld-Wide Web [13, 15, 1, 14]. As a paradigmatic example, take theWebLog language,that has many similarities with the ADOOD model. In the WebLog language, a �rstclass status to hyperlinks is provided. This novelty has two main advantages. First,the user can specify partial information on the traversals to be done to answer a query.Second, the query processor can exploit this information to query directly on the Webin an e�cient way. The WebLog can be considered as a proper subset of the ADOODmodel (which can be seen as an extension of F-logic [12]). Actually, the conceptualmodel proposed by the object-oriented paradigm combined with deductive and higher-order features is adequate enough for the representing and querying semistructureddata. Moreover, we show here how the formal semantics of the ADOOD model can beexpressed in terms of Datalog++ [10], that covers both static and dynamic aspects ofthe model.Many proposals in the literature enhance deductive databases to support the object-oriented paradigm, but we found no reference framework, which models both staticand dynamic aspects in a uniform way. A �rst class of proposals tackle only static(structural) aspects. This is the case, for example, of LOGIN [4], or of its extensionF-logic [12]. As far as the dynamic aspects are concerned, there are various propos-als, which provide a procedural or declarative semantics, as in the case of [16, 7, 8].In either cases, static and dynamic aspects are dealt with in separate frameworks.On the contrary, we argue in [10] that Datalog++ provides a exible uniform frame-work, and moreover enables us to handle sophisticated dynamic features, such as role-dynamics and object-migration, widely recognized as key issues in the object-orientedparadigm [5, 19, 21]. We argue that the achieved high degree of expressiveness and ex-ibility is made possible by the integration of the object-oriented model with deductiveand active rules in a coherent overall framework.In [3, 1], a model for Web-computability is presented. Such a model can be seen, toa greater extent, a model for semistructured-information computability. It is worth not-ing how many of the queries that are web-computable in the sense of [3](i.e., computableand eventually computable queries), are expressible in the ADOOD model. Moreover,the combined use of negation and recursive de�nitions allow to express queries that arenot web-computable1.1such a result can be seen as a direct consequence of the fact that the semantics of the ADOODmodel is expressed by means of Datalog++



2 The ADOOD Data Model|a brief overviewWe provide in this section a brief overview of the main mechanisms of the ADOODmodel. We use basic Web entities, such as HTML documents and hyperlinks, as anexample to illustrate the modeling capabilities of ADOOD.A class can be speci�ed in three di�erent, non mutually exclusive, ways:1. by explicit de�nition|i.e., by listing its attributes, as in the following de�nitionof the classes document and hRef, which de�ne the basic Web entities:document[title) string; text) string]hRef[source) document; label) string; destination) webObj]2. by specialization from other classes|for instance, the class document can be seenas a subclass of webObj class, de�ning common properties for any web objects|Java applets, image �les, quicktime movies, etc.:document isa webObj3. by derivation from other classes by means of conditions|for instance, the follow-ing rule quali�es as an object of the document class any �le with read permissionwhich can be parsed as an HTML �le, whose URL can be determined from thelocal path of the �le and the address of the local host, and used as its unique oid:U : document[title! T; text! X] F : file[content! X; path! P; host! H; mode! read]^ html parse(X; T);^ oid url((P; F; H);U):By means of these mechanisms, a schema can be de�ned, which, even in the case ofpoorly structured data, gathers the little common structural information about Webobjects|documents and references in our example.Objects can be viewed as members of di�erent classes: we equivalently say thatan object may be viewed in speci�c roles. Referencing to objects in speci�c roles isobtained by means of atoms of the form oid : class[attr val list], whose declara-tive reading is: the object identi�ed by oid, viewed in the role class, has attributevalues (properties) as speci�ed in attr val list. The derivation rule (r1) is basedon this syntax. The property list attr val list may contain either pairs of the form[attr! val], where attr is de�ned in the schema, or pairs of the form [mthd@ val],where mthd is a new derived attribute, or a method, not de�ned in the schema. Forexample, a document object with URL U and an associated image can be seen as:U : document[img@ `$HOME/public html/image.gif']Both incomplete and derived information is allowed, in the sense that attribute listsmay be partially speci�ed in rule heads, as well as new attributes (methods) can be



introduced. The following rule (r2) de�nes the imgmethod, not included in the originalde�nition of class document, representing the set of images (.gif �les) associated witha document. Set-valued attributes are handled by means of the set-grouping < > con-struct of LDL++ using some convenient abbreviations of ordinary string operationsneeded to deal with �le paths.U : document[img@ < `$HOME/public html/'IMG NAME`.gif' >] H : hRef[source! U; destination! W]^ W : file[path! `$HOME/public html';^ name! IMG NAME`.gif']: (r2)Here, string concatenation is denoted by direct juxtaposition, to deal with �le paths.Set-valued attributes, such as img, are handled by means of the set-grouping < > con-struct of LDL++. Rules such as (r1) and (r2) are a exible mechanism to de�ne virtualobjects, views and derived (sub)classes. It is worth noting that the creation of virtualobjects is subject to the constraint of the oid uniqueness, so that no new objects arecreated with oid's already in use.The dynamic component of the ADOOD model consists of a repertoire of �ve basicupdate operations, or actions, called new, delete, modify, extend and drop, wherethe last two support migration of objects from/to di�erent roles. A simple form ofactive rules is then provided, consisting of production rules which perform actions whentriggered by conditions. For instance, the following active rule represents a dynamicintegrity constraint, which detects dangling references in documents, and takes anaction to repair the inconsistency|the link is redirected to a warning document.on U : document[ ] ^H : hRef[source! U; destination! U1] ^: U1 : webObject[ ] ^O : document[title! `warning.html']do modify(H; hRef[destination! O]):2.1 Compiling ADOOD to Datalog1sThe semantics and the implementation of the ADOOD model are given by means of atranslation to Datalog1s augmented with non-determinism and XY -strati�ed negation.This target language is based on the notion of a stage argument, a natural numberwhich is used to model a database state. Stage arguments are used in a disciplinedmanner, namely either in X-rules, where the stage is left unaltered in both head andbodies, or in Y -rules, where the stage is incremented by 1 from the body to the head.Negation is XY -strati�ed in the sense that it can be used in Y -rules on smaller stagesonly. This restriction leads to a natural interpretation of negation, as well as to thepossibility of e�ciently executing programs.Clearly, the stage plays a role in modeling the dynamic aspects of the ADOODmodel. In the compilation of the static part of the model, X-rules only are used.



In the Datalog1s representation, classes are represented by predicates which specifythe pertinent attributes augmented with two extra arguments, denoting the stage andthe oid. Therefore, we associate with every object with identi�er oid belonging to aclass p with n attributes, a set of n atoms attr(j; oid; pclass; fi(x)), for i = 1; : : :; n,where j is the so-called stage argument, fi is the i-th attribute of the class p, and x isits value.The representation of an object by means of an extensible collection of single at-tributes facilitates the operation of adding structuring information by means of deduc-tive rules.An ISA relation between two classes, q isa p, is modeled in the following way.For each attribute f in the superclass p the following rule is generated if there is nooverriding:attr(J;Oid; p; f(X)) attr(J;Oid; q; f(X)):which basically states that each object of the subclass is also an object of the superclass2The proposed translation scheme is based on an abstract object store where objectsare represented as instances of the most specialized class they dynamically belong to.In other words, each object is completely speci�ed by its most specialized version (msvin short) which contains all attributes currently (i.e., at each stage) available for theobject. To this purpose, we use the relation msv(j; oid; q(x)), which denotes that, atstage j, the tuple x in class q is the most specialized version of object oid. The roleof msv is to activate the deduction process which populates the classes in the wholehierarchy. For each predicate qclass and for each attribute f of class q the followingclause is de�ned:attr(J;Oid; qclass; f(X)) msv(J;Oid; qclass(Y )):where Y is the tuple of variables corresponding to the attributes of the object Oid inclass q, X is the variable corresponding to the attribute f in the tuple Y .To see how deductive rules for deriving views or methods are compiled, we considerfor simplicity rules where all atoms are either of the form oid : p[f ! t] or of the formoid : p[f@t]. Intuitively, each new attribute de�nition is propagated downwards tothe subclasses, provided that the pertinent object belong to such subclasses|in a waywhich recalls the treatment of self in o-o languages. Conversely, the conclusions ofderivation rules are only automatically propagated upwards, by means of the rules forthe isa hierarchy. It is needed, however, to check that virtual objects are createdonly if not already existing: this is accomplished by an admissible use of negation. Forexample, rule (r2) above is translated as follows:2Though the approach we follow here is based on static schema de�nition, a light modi�cation of theabove rule can help handling dynamic schema de�nition. We can, in fact, add in the body of the rulethe facts regarding updatable information regarding inheritance relation and overriding information,and generalize the rule for all objects.



attr(J; U; document;img(< `$HOME/public html/'IMG NAME`.gif' >)) attr(J; U; document; );attr(J; H; hRef;source(U));attr(J; H; hRef;destination(W));attr(J; W; file;path(`$HOME/public html'));attr(J; W; file;name(IMG NAME`.gif')):In order to modify the current state of the database (i.e., to add, delete or modifyobjects), we operate on the stage argument, in a way similar to that used in [23, 20].The e�ect of the basic update operations is virtual, in the sense that the real updatewill take place only if the update is in the action part of an active rule enabled forexecution. Therefore, the update operations record their potential e�ects in a virtualupdate relation vupd:vupd(j; oid; new msv; old msv)denoting the fact that, at stage j, the old msv of object oid is modi�ed as speci�ed innew msv. As a consequence, the translation of the �ve update operations new, extend,drop, delete and modify is assigned by means of (deductive) rules which derive entriesfor the vupd relation. The translation of an update action A occurring in an active ruleon Q do A is parametric w.r.t. the precondition Q. For example, the translation of anactive rule on Q do modify(oid; q(tnew))is is composed by the following rules, one for each subclass r of q (possibly r = q):vupd(s(J); oid; r(t0new); r(told)) Q;msv(J; oid; r(told)):where the tuple t0new is obtained from tnew by completing the missing attributes as intuple told.Among all enabled instances of all rules, one is selected non-deterministically, andthe corresponding action executed (i.e., a rupd{real update{atom is derived from oneof the vupd rules), by means of the non-deterministic choice construct of LDL++ [11].The next step is to record the real update on the object store, i.e., on the msv relation.As a consequence of the assumption that each object has a unique msv, we can modelupdates by simply updating the msv relation, as the rules for the management of thehierarchy accomplish the task of reecting the updates on the whole database. This isdone by means of a frame axiom, in the style of [20, 23]. Intuitively, the alive objectsat the current stage are the newly created (non-null) ones, together with those of theprevious stage which have not been explicitly changed. The following rule states theabove concept.msv(s(J); Oid;New msv) rupd(s(J); Oid;New msv; ); New msv 6= null:msv(s(J); Oid; Old msv) msv(J;Oid; Old msv);:rupd(s(J); Oid; ; Old msv):It should be noted that an e�cient execution of this kind of frame rules is feasible,which avoids unnecessary copies of the database, by means of real side e�ects [10].



3 Semistructured Data Management with the ADOODSo far, we have introduced a few basic Web objects, by means of classes webObj,document and hRef. A few remarks are in order.� Wemade the assumption that the oid of any web object coincides with its (unique)URL-address on the Web|see rule (r1).� Although not strictly necessary, the class hRef has been introduced to achievea more expressive and e�cient Web model. In particular, from the implemen-tation side, it is possible to store locally many references without being com-pelled to store the associated web objects. A di�erent model has been adoptedin most other proposals for modeling semi-structured data| e.g., the ObjectExchange Model. In our model, the basic notion of OEM can be representedby the ADOOD class de�nition Label[val) Type] and associated atom OID :Label[val! Value].In the previous section we have seen how the capabilities of the ADOOD modelallow schema and de�nition and restructuring. For instance, consider the DB & LPWeb site by Michael Ley, consisting of the �le ley/db/index.html, located at hostinformatik.uni-trier.de. Then rule r1 allows the de�nition of a Web documentwith URL (oid) U= http://www.informatik.uni-trier.de/ ley/db/index.html,with title Database Systems and Logic Programming.Another example of the restructuring capabilities of ADOOD is the following rule,which rebuilds the structure of a Web object on the basis of the references currentlyavailable for that object.X : webObj[A @ Y] H : hRef[source! X; label! A; destination! Y]:Observe that by this mechanism Web objects dynamically acquire new attributes, notde�nable once and for all in the schema. For instance, consider again the DB & LP Website by Michael Ley, which is the source of a reference with label PODS and destinationY . The above rule introduces a derived attribute named PODS whose value is Y .Many Web queries in the search and browse model can be naturally expressed inthe ADOOD model. We discuss here two important aspects, namely the capability todeal with path expressions and eclectic objects.First, we can explore the structure of links by following attribute labels. For ex-ample, in order to retrieve the objects reachable from a given object O through a pathlabeled a:b:c, we can use the following simple methodO : webObj[a:b:c:reachable @ Z] O : webObj[a @ X] ^ X : webObj[b @ Y] ^ Y : webObj[c @ Z]:where, for a generic link label A, the following method is de�ned on Web objects:



X : webObj[A @ Y] H : hRef[source! X; label! A; destination! Y]:It should be noted that the above rule employs a limited form of higher-order program-ming, which is supported by the ADOOD model. A greater exibility is achieved usingrecursive (deductive) rules. For instance, the set of all objects reachable from a givenobject O can be retrieved by the following query:O : webObj[reachable @ Y] H : hRef[source! O; destination! Y]:O : webObj[reachable @ Z] H : hRef[source! O; destination! Y]^ Y : webObj[reachable @ Z]:Recursion can be combined with the higher-order programming feature, thus obtaininga web-reachability query generalized to follow arbitrary links as follows:O : webObj[�:reachable @ Y] O : webObj[ @ Y]:O : webObj[�:reachable @ Z] O : webObj[ @ Y]^ Y : webObj[�:reachable @ Z]:Thus, the objects reachable from O along a path expressions of the form a: � :b, can beconcisely expressed by the query:O : webObj[a: � :b:reachable @ Z] O : webObj[a @ X]^ X : webObj[�:reachable @ Y]^ Y : webObj[b @ Z]:A systematic treatment of path expression is achievable, by generalizing from the aboveexamples.The use of negation allows us to de�ne generic queries. For example, the followingquery retrieves all objects which are not referenced by any other object:noref(X) : connected(X):connected(X) Y : webObj[�:reachable @ X]:Observe that the above query is not Web-computable, in the terminology of [3], in thatit requires the exploration of the entire Web before returning an answer. This examplepoints out the high expressiveness of ADOOD as a querying and restructuring modelfor the Web. Also, the example points out the need of identifying fragments of thequery language which express computable queries only, by means of a disciplined useof negation.As a further application of the ADOOD model, we briey address semantic inte-gration, and the ability to deal with eclectic objects. To this purpose, we use as anexample the case of bibliographic BibTeX �les. Consider a class bibTeXEntry of ob-jects corresponding to BibTeX entries. New such objects are automatically generated,whenever a �le is parsed as a collection of BibTeX entries, by means of an active rulelike the following, which takes care of BibTeX entries of type inproceedings:



on F : file[content! C] ^bibTeXParse(C; Bs) ^member((proceedings; ); Bs)do new(I; inproceedings[refFile! F])Here, inproceedings is a subclass of bibTeXEntry. Newly created entries are associ-ated with the �le they were retrieved from. Each bibTeXEntry object is formed by aseries of properties deriving from the parsing process:I : inproceedings[author @ A; title @ T; editor @ E] F : file[content! C]^ bibTeXParse(C; Bs)^ member((proceedings; [A;T;E]); Bs)^ I : inproceedings[refFile! F]:Observe that the properties of an entry are derived using methods, obtaining thereforemaximum exibility (di�erent types of entries have di�erent formats), but preservinguniqueness of oid's. Finally, we can derive the subclass of BibTeX �les, by viewingas such any �le which can be parsed into a collection of BibTeX entries which areassociated with it:F : bibTeXFile[bibTeXEntries! < B >] F : file[content! C]^ bibTeXParse(C; )^ B : bibTeXEntry[refFile! F]:A bibTeXFile object is therefore eclectic in the proper sense that it is at the same timeboth an ordinary �le object with an unstructured content, and a structured BibTeX�le consisting of a collection of structured entries.It is worth noting that we make no assumptions about the format of the file objectand the bibTeXParse procedure: in principle, biBTeXParse can be de�ned in a di�erentway for each (heterogeneous) �le format we want to deal with. For instance, the fileobject can be an ASCII �le, an MS-Word document, or a table in some relationalDBMS|in this latter case bibTeXParse is probably implemented as an SQL query.In fact, the architecture of a mediated system for ADOOD is envisaged (in �g. 1),capable of dealing with heterogeneous sources of information. A collection of wrappermodules provides the translation of external data items into the format of the ADOODmodel, as well as support for (intelligent) caching and retrieval of data. Several suchwrappers may be concurrently employed, which provide interfaces to SQL servers, toWeb search engines, to index servers, and so on. The current prototype implementationof the abstract machine of ADOOD on top of the LDL++ system provides means tointegrate wrappers to heterogeneous data sources, much in the spirit of the desiredopen architecture.
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